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In this article we introduced the definition of adjacency matrix folding and circuit adjacency matrix. We proved that a non-trivial graph folding of a link graph into itself is not a link graph and also we can fold any link graph by the graph folding. The sequences of graph foldings of a link graph with the different results are discussed. We proved that we can fold a knot graph by the graph folding under some conditions, by using the adjacency matrix folding and circuit adjacency matrix we described the graph folding.
1. Introduction and background.

In mathematics a knot is a subset of 3-space that is homeomorphic to a unit circle. A link is a union of finitely many disjoint knots. The individual knots that make up a link are called its components, so a knot is a link with just one component[1,17].

A graph G consist of a set of elements called vertices together with a set of elements called edges, the two sets having no common element. With each edge there are associated either one or two vertices called ends. An edge of G is loop or isthmus according as the number of its ends is 1 or 2. We restrict ourselves to finite graph, that is graphs for which and are both finite. A graph H is a subgraph of G if and each edge of H has the same ends in H as in G. The subgraph H of G is spanning subgraph of G if .The subgraph of G for which is a given subset W of and is the set of all edges of G having no end outside W, will be denoted by G[W][15,19].

A path in a graph G is a sequence of edges of the form in which no edge is used more then once. We say that such a path goes from to , we call the initial vertex of the path, and we call the final vertex of the path. A closed path, or circuit, in a graph is a path whose initial and final vertices are the same. The degree of a vertex of a graph is the number of edges of the graph for which the vertex is an endpoint. A graph is called connected if for each pair of distinct vertices there is a path from one of them to other. If x and y are elements of we say x and y are connected in G if there is a path from x to y in G. The relation of connection in G is an equivalence relation. Hence if is non–null it can be partitioned into disjoint non-null subsets such that two vertices of G are connected in G if and only if they belong to the same set .The subgraphs of G are the components of G. The graph G is connected if the number of its components is 1. A connected graph in which there is no circular path is a tree. To every link L there is a related the underlying graph , this graph is called link graph and satisfies the three properties:

1. is a finite connected graph.

2. is planer.

3. has the homogeneous vertex degree 4.

Every link graph with n vertices has 2n edges and n+2 countries[13]. Every link graph is a knot projection on the plane, to obtain the types of link graphs for a knot of n crossing we look for the adjacency matrix. The adjacency matrix of the link graph is square matrix of size which is symmetric has integer values 0,1,2 and for every row and every column the sum is 4 and the main diagonal are zeros. For we have only one adjacency matrix also for we have only one adjacency matrix. For any n we get all possible adjacency matrices, and draw the link graph for all of them. Every link graph gives a decomposition of the plane in connected regions the so called countries. By coloring these countries
chessboard like manner with the two colors black and white such that the unbounded country is white. From the black countries (resp. white countries) one gets the corresponding graph of these black countries (resp. white countries), which called knot graph. Let be a given graph and any arbitrary one of its edges[1,17].

The Tutte polynomial of is a polynomial in two variables which satisfies the following properties:

(1) for with
(2) if is a bridge.
(3) if is a loop.
(4) where (respectively ) denotes the graph obtained from by deleting (resp., contracting.)
(5) if has at least two edges and is a bridge (resp., loop) of , = (resp. = ).

Note that properties (1),…,(5) allow the computation of for any graph.

In 1977 Robertson[18] introduced this definition A map , where are Rimannian manifolds (see[14]) of dimension m, n, respectively, is said to be an isometric folding of M into N, if and only if for any geodesic path the induced path is a piecewise geodesic and of the same length as . If F does not preserve length, then F is a topological folding, and the folding of manifold into another, or into itself are studied by El-Kholy [11,12] and El-Ghoul [2-6]. El-Kholy introduced the definition of graph folding. Let and be graphs and be a continuous function . Then is called a graph map, if

i) for each vertex is a vertex in

ii) For each edge

We call a graph map a graph folding if and only if maps vertices to vertices and edges to edges, i.e., for each and for each. Else that, we can not get a graph folding [12]. This article is continuation to [7,8] and we introduced in it the graph folding of link graph and knot graph and the related that for the adjacency matrix[12].

Theorem 1.1.

Let G be a complete graph , then there is no non-trivial graph folding can be defined for G.

Proof. See[12].

Proposition 1.1.

Any tree T can be folded into itself by a sequence of graph foldings onto an edge.

Proof. See[12].
2. Main results.

Proposition 2.1.

The graph folding image of any link graph is not a link graph.

Proof.

Let \( L \) be a link graph and \( f \) be a graph folding from \( L \) into itself. Then \( f \) must be folded at least one vertex on another and hence one edge is folded on another or \( f \) folded at least one edge on another. In both cases the homogenous vertex degree four is not found. So that \( f(L) \) is not link graph.

Definition 2.1.

A trivial link graph is a link graph, the number of its countries which bounded by two edges equal the number of its vertices. and a composite link graph is a link graph can be partitioned into two or more link graphs. else is called a prime link graph.

Theorem 2.1.

Any link graph \( L \), can be folded by graph folding.

Proof.

Let \( L \) be a link graph of \( n \) vertices, the number of its edges is \( 2n \) and the number of countries. Then there is at least one multiple edge. Hence we can define a graph folding for it or else every country is bounded by at least 3 edges and there is at least two vertices, can be folded.

Theorem 2.2.

Any prime link graph of \( n \) vertices, can be folded by sequence of graph foldings its end is a complete graph.

Proof.

Let \( L \) be a prime link graph of \( n \) vertices from theorem 2.1, there are a graph folding from \( L \) into itself.

is a graph but not link graph its incidence matrix can be partitioned (to details see[12] ) and hence a graph folding can be defined until we get a graph with no multiple edge. Thus every country is bounded by at least 3 edges, by graph folding again we get is a complete graph and hence can not folded after that (theorem1.1).

Proposition 2.2

Every Link graph with 5 vertices or less, has at least one multiple edge.

Proof.
If there is no multiple edge then every country is bounded by at least 3 edges. Thus the number q of pairs (e, c) of an edge e and an incident country c is at least 3(n + 2). Because every edge e belongs to 2 countries we have q = 2k. This gives i.e. 
Therefore we have found for or less every link graph has at least 1 multiple edge.

**Corollary 2.1.**

The graph folding image of a prime link graph of 4 vertices is a complete graph of degree 4.

**Proof.** The proof is clear.

Now we define folding of adjacency matrix by:

**Definition 2.1.**

Let A be an adjacency matrix and f be a map from A into itself defined by , then f is called adjacency matrix folding.

**Example 2.1.**

Let A be an adjacency matrix of link graph in example 2.2 and f be an adjacency matrix folding from A into itself as define below:

**Note that is a matrix satisfies three conditions:**

1. is square matrix of size ;
2. is symmetric has integer values 0 and 1;
3. For every row and every column the sum is 2 and the main diagonal are zeros.

**Definition 2.2.**

The matrix which satisfies the three conditions above is called circuit adjacency matrix.

**Theorem 2.3.**

A trivial link graph L of even vertices can be folded by sequence of graph foldings into an edge if and only if the adjacency matrix folding is a circuit adjacency matrix of size.

**Proof.**

Let L be a link graph and A its adjacency matrix of size , is even and is a circuit adjacency matrix, by one fold by graph folding of the graph which represented by , we
get a tree graph and by Proposition 1.1 the proof is complete. The second direction, the proof come directory by make a tree and obtained circuit graph of n vertices.

**Corollary 2.2.**

A trivial link graph L of odd vertices with adjacency matrix can be folded by sequence of graph foldings into a complete graph if and only of the adjacency matrix folding is a circuit adjacency matrix of size.

**Proof. The proof is clear.**

**Remark 2.1.**

If the link graph is a composite (can be partitioned into two link graphs), then the above theorems is not necessary hold.

**Example 2.2.**

Let L be a link graph of 6 vertices and A be an adjacency matrix, we can be partitioned into two link graphs as shown below Fig.(1):

**Fig.(1)**

We can be folded L by graph folding into edge see Fig.(2), but is not a circuit adjacency matrix.

**Fig.(2)**

**Proposition 2.2**

Let is a graph folding of knot graph into itself then not necessary.

By the following example we illustrate the proposition above.

**Example 2.3**

Let be a link graph of 6 vertices represents a knot of 6 crossing and be a knot graph obtained from see Fig.(3). We observe that is a complete graph and by theorem 1.1 we can not define a non-trivial graph folding for .

**Fig.(3)**

**Remark 2.3**

From the example above the adjacency matrix folding is a trivial

**Lemma 2.1**

Every knot graph of a knot of n crossing, obtained from link graph L of which has at least one multiple edge is circuit graph or has at least one multiple edge.
Theorem 2.4

Let \( G \) be a knot graph of a knot of \( n \) crossing, then a non trivial graph folding can be defined for \( G \) if the adjacency matrix folding of a link graph \( L \) of \( n \) is not trivial.

Proof.

Let \( A \) be an adjacency matrix of a link graph \( L \), since \( L \) is non trivial, then \( L \) has at least one multiple edge and hence the region shaded black more than the region shaded white so that the knot graph has at least one multiple edge or is circuit graph and graph folding can be defined for it.

Theorem 2.5

Let \( G \) be a knot graph of a knot of \( n \) crossing, obtained from prime link graph \( L \) of which has at least one multiple edge, then \( G \) folded into an edge.

Proof. The proof is clear.

Remark 2.3

In the special case the knot graph which obtained from prime link graph \( L \) of 4 vertices, folded into a complete graph.
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